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Introductions
Andy Cumming

Feel free to
contact me
directly via email

Be4ward
Andy.Cumming@be4ward.com
•

More than 10 years experience of serialisation

•

Developed GSK’s serialisation strategy, established and led the global
team

•

Work with many pharma and medical devices companies helping them:
–
–
–

•

Career
–
–

•

Develop strategy
Design solutions & select suppliers
Implement capabilities

Designing and implementation of production facilities for MARS
Business Process Design for MARS global SAP implementation

Chartered Engineer
–

Honours Degree in Electrical and Electronic Engineering

We have a team of experienced serialisation professionals at Be4ward.
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Topics

• Some terms associated with serialisation
• EU FMD & serialisation legislation
• Typical impacts of serialisation
• Serialisation strategy development
• Some learnings
• Questions

I am going to assume that everyone at this session has a rudimentary
understanding of serialisation.
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Some terms associated with serialisation

Some definitions for the purposes of this discussion
Product Coding
–

Putting machine readable product related information on product and/or
packaging

–

Reading this information in the supply chain to improve activities

Serialisation
–

Uniquely identifying one or more levels of product and/or packaging
with a unique identifier or serial number

–

Using Product Coding to put this information on the product and/or
packaging

–

Transmitting serialisation, product and potentially supply chain
transaction information to others

–

Reading this information in the supply chain to improve activities

–

Authenticating:
•
•
•

Reading the serialisation information from the product/packaging
Retrieving the previously provided information about the product
Comparing the product and the information to help verify the product is authentic

Many companies deal with Product Coding & Serialisation together.
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It can be useful to think about three models, of which
everything else can be considered as a variation
Illustrative full serialization model:
Models for the purpose of
this discussion
1. Product Coding
–

Batch variable product
coding

2. Serialise and Authenticate
–

Unique identification &
publish

–

Authenticate at point of use

3. Track & Trace

Full aggregation is required to achieve this:
Serialized
Doses

Serialized
Units

Serialized
Bundles

Serialized
Cases

Serialized
Pallets

–

As Serialise and
Authenticate, plus…

–

Serialise shippers &
aggregate

–

Supply chain transactions
update

Examples: France Coding = 1; EU =2; Turkey = 3.
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EU FMD & Serialisation Legislation

Understanding and interpreting the legislation in a
timely, consistent and managed way is critical
•

Meeting legislative requirements is typically
the #1 driver
Reaping other benefits often
comes later

•

It’s often too late to implement by the
time legislation is finalised and clear
–

Legislative radar

–

Evolving team assessment
•
•
•
•

–
Establish intelligence
network & leverage
resources like GS1

Brazil
Target
Response

Clear company position
•
•

–

Local Regulatory/Government Affairs
Subject matter expertise
Legal
Quality

V2.0

Governance
Communication to project teams & impacted
stakeholders

Regular review & update

Understanding and interpreting legislation is an excellent time to
educate local country stakeholders and identify resources.
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The EU FMD defines a Serialise & Authenticate “end-toend” model for the whole of the EEA
Manufacturer’s principle serialisation
related requirements
•

Create Master Data & publish
–

•

Pan-EU Hub, therefore one(?) publish
point, which then disseminates info. to
National Systems
Plus
Tamper
Evidence

Serialise smallest salable unit
–

2d & text

•

Publish serialisation event information

•

Update serialisation information
–

Authenticate returns

•

Support downstream supply chain
–

Other SC partners
•

–

•

E.g. responding to alerts, managing
issues

Except
Italy,
Belgium
& Greece

Repacking
Decommissioning & reserialisation

Authentication
–

For high risk product

Pharmacy

E.g. on destruction, recall, theft

•

Initial serialisation deadline:
February 2019

Can also be
done by
Wholesaler in
certain
circumstances

•

Authenticate

•

Dispensed status
update

There are still risks and issues to be resolved….
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The EU Delegated Regulation presents some risks and
issues
Some EU Delegated Regulation Risks & Issues

EMVS connection
bottleneck?

•

Master data management & reporting

•

Who will enter data when the Manufacturer is not the Marketing Authorisation Holder?
–

•

•

•

Only one UID on a pack
–

More than 4 data items

–

Other visible machine readable codes on other faces

–

Multi-market packs

–

Healthcare Institutions & Wholesaler bulk decommissioning

–

Wholesaler Authentication of high risk product

–

Export decommissioning

Manufacturers to Authenticate returned product against EU systems
Not all National systems in place today, the supply chain is understanding the impact of authentication

How to address non-manufacturing reporting requirements
–

•

Will the Hub support it?

Aggregation allowed and useful

–

•

Product Master Data; UID event information; Supply Chain Master Data, e.g. Approved wholesalers

E.g. Export product; Samples; Withdrawn/Recalled; Destruction; Theft

National Authority local requirements

Developments and risks associated with the EU FMD require monitoring
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Typical impacts of serialisation

Serialisation has broad ranging impact across a typical
pharmaceutical company
Typical impact of serialisation on Pharma company

This impact often extends to supply chain & marketing partners as well.
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New packaging line capabilities will undoubtedly be
required
Typical serialisation packaging equipment for Track & Trace

Secondary Pack
Coding
• Mark
• Verify
• Reject

Case Packing
•
•

Create shipper label
Aggregate

Palletisation
•
•

Create shipper label
Aggregate

Line / site control system(s)
Some considerations
•
•

Who will serialise the product
How will serialisation be achieved

Technology is also required in distribution centres to manage a
Track & Trace model.
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An often complex IT architecture is also required to
support serialisation
Illustrative serialisation IT architecture
Distribution
Sites & Warehouses

Provide
UIDs

Serialization
Data

Aggregation
Data

Core Capability System

ERP
Master
Data

Provide
UIDs

Government
Regulatory
Systems
External
Integration

UID
Manager

Central Event
Repository

Create
Messages

User
Reports

Authentication

Send/
Receive
Messages

Middleware

Serialization
Data

Customer
Systems

Patient
Portals/
Mobile Apps

Manufacturing Organizations
Sites & Lines

Unfortunately, the supply base for much of this technology is not very
mature.
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Companies will need to ensure a number of capabilities
are in place to meet serialisation legislation

Core Capabilities

Governance
Requirements
Interpretation &
Change
Initiation

Packaging
Capabilities

Distribution
Capabilities

Information
Sharing
Capabilities

Business Processes
Data Management

Support
Capabilities

IT Tools

Program & Project
Management

SC Partner &
Service Provider
Selection &
Management

Performance &
Improvement
Management

Organisation &
People Management

Any serialisation program needs to consider all of these aspects.
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Serialisation strategy development

We recommend that companies start their serialisation
journey by developing a serialisation strategy
Typical deliverables of a serialisation strategy
•

–
–
–
–
–

•

Strategy work
typically also
discusses nonlegislative benefits
of serialisation

Understanding of the current and future legislation, including:
Product type and geographical scope
Serialization model, including packaging marking requirements, aggregation etc
External reporting requirements
Records retention requirements
Timing

Impact of the legislation on the company and it’s supply chain, including:
–
–
–
–

Current and future products and markets
Business processes, organisation and information technology systems
Packaging operations and contract manufacturing organisations
Distribution and local market operations

A strategy phase is often
also used to establish
effective governance

•

High level roadmap for managing these impacts and the resulting new capabilities that
will need to be put in place

•

Plan for the next phase of activity, including resource requirements
This is a piece of work which Be4ward has experience of running with a
number of other clients.
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Some learnings

Things we wish we had known before starting a
serialisation program
•

Executives need to understand that
serialisation will halt supply if implemented
badly

•

Do not underestimate the amount of
resources required to deliver serialisation

•

The technology is still relatively immature

•

Put a capable, motivated and dynamic
leader on the problem

•

The supply base is overstretched

•

Ensure you understand the evolution of
serialisation legislation and instruct your
organisation accordingly

•

Ensure a robust cross-supply chain impact
assessment is carried out and maintained

•

Involve local country teams and
management early

•

Ensure the true complexities of your supply
chain are understood early

•

Get an end-to-end solution working early

•

Choose solutions that will be globally capable

•

Do not forget the non-legislative benefits
of serialisation

•

Develop and leverage standard solutions
where possible

Contact Sophie.McIndoe@be4ward.com for a copy of our booklet on the topic.
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Questions

Be4ward is a niche management consultancy with award winning
success in delivering pack change and artwork capability
• Be4ward provides specialist consulting services to the global pharmaceutical industry
• Our team combines operational management experience, subject matter expertise and
excellent consulting skills to help our clients deliver successful change
• Whilst we have in depth knowledge of the supply base in our areas of focus, we provide
independent advice to our clients
• Our current areas of focus include:

•

–

Packaging and artwork management

–

Product coding, serialisation and anti-counterfeiting

–

Product complexity management, late customisation and postponement

–

Secondary packaging supply chain design

–

Post merger legal entity and brand integration

Contact details:
–

Andy.Cumming@be4ward.com

–

London, UK: 0800 098 8795, 0203 318 0395, fax 0203 318 0396

–

Montreal, Canada: 888 308 8657

Our team have won many awards for their work, including the establishment
of a world class global artwork capability for a Top 3 Pharma Co.
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